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ABSTRACT 
Tourist deciding to explore a destination spontaneously and unprepared will have to walk and search on their own. This kind of 
investigation can be very uncomfortable as it often ends up in disarrangement. With today’s agent technology, tourists can have 
their own intelligent guide taking care of the whole tour organization and execution in time. This is the main objective of the 
Dynamic Tour Guide (DTG) - a mobile agent that selects attractions, plans an individual tour, provides navigational guidance 
and offers location based interpretation. Over all it consistently adapts the tour to a tourist’s specific behavior in order to 
provide any possible support via a mobile device. The combination of the smart phone and the internet service is the trend of 
the future information development and software applications. Mobile phones are the most commonly used communication 
tools. Using mobile phones to obtain information is not only quick, but also more convenient shortcut to improve people’s lives. 
In the paper we propose the software development architecture based on web services. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
It is commonly acknowledged that portable user devices are rapidly becoming tantamount to a communication hub, 
sporting arrays of GPS navigators, multiple wireless inter-faces and web-based applications. As the mobile phones have 
become more powerful and ubiquitous in our daily life, the applications running on the mobile phone are paid more 
attention by the people. Most of the applications which depend on the Internet are developed the mobile phone version 
to proliferate the convenience. 
The conception of the Android platform is attracting more and more programmers in mobile computing fields. Android 
is a package of software for mobile devices, including an operating system, middleware and core applications. The 
android SDK provide powerful tools and APIs necessary to develop applications on the Android platform is of open 
system architecture, with versatile development and debugging environment, but also supports a variety of scalable user 
experience, which has optimized graphics systems, rich media support and a very powerful browser. 
We design and implement Android based city guide system which can provide user with the information of hotel, 
attractions, restaurant etc. in city. Suppose you are travelling in a famous city which you are not familiar, it is difficult 
to find a hotel, scenery, traffic or featured restaurant for a stranger. At this scenario, you can resort to your smart phone 
which you bring in your pocket. 
This paper is structured as follows: section II will introduce the Android architecture. Section III presents the 
architecture of our system with three –tier structure which is borrowed from internet application development. We 
describe system implementation from three parts in section IV and conclude in section V 
 
2.ANDROID ARCHITECTURE 
Android based on Linux R v2.6 kernel of the open-source mobile phone operating system announced by google in 
November 2007. Initially, android’s goal is to develop the mobile phone sector, including smart phones and cheaper 
flip phone. However, android comprehensive computing services and rich functional support have the ability to fully 
extend beyond the mobile phone market. Android can also be used other platforms and applications, and its prospects 
are very bright. [2] 
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Android system uses a layered architecture, from the top to the lower are the application layer, application framework 
layer, and system runtime library and Linux kernel layer. The Android architecture and its main components are shown 
in Figure1 as follows [3] [4]. 
 

 
 

Fig1. Android Architecture 
 

Application layer provides a wealth of course applications, including email client , SMs short message programs, 
calendar , maps, browser , etc. all application are written using the JAVA language. Application framework layer 
simplifies the reuse of components, any application can publish or use other applications released block. System 
runtime library contains a set of core runtime libraries and the Dalvik virtual machine. Linux core layer which use of 
YAFFS2 file system is used to provide services underlying systems, and it locate between hardware and other software 
layers. [5] 
 
3.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODULE 
A.System Architecture 
The system adapts three-layer architecture which is borrowed from internet application development. The common 
used three-tier architecture in Internet application development consists of the Browser layer, business logic layer and 
server layer. In this paper, we introduce user interface layer instead of Browser layer. 
User interface layer which is deploy on Android based smart phone is responsible for display of the system interface 
and data required by user. It also provide the connection to the internet through GSM / 3G technology. 
Business logic layer is mainly responsible for data processing and provides the communication between user interface 
layer and server layer. It is the most important part in the system and is deployed on Tomcat. Business logic layer 
receives the query request from the user interface layer, process the request and send the query result from server layer 
to User interface layer to display. The data in database on the server generally are very big, so Business logic layer 
introduce the Lucene [6] engineering which is used to construct index for data in order to improve the process efficiency. 
We also use Lucene to implement Chinese segmentation functionality in order to improve the accuracy of the result. 
Web service Axix2 is used to service distribution for the query result. 
Server layer is responsible for database storage and access operations. The system use MySQL as a database to manage 
the data. The system architecture is shown in Figure 2. The overall system architecture is divided into three parts 
independent respectively which is benefit for data storage, processing and display. The three-layer architecture also take 
convenient for system development and maintenance. 
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Fig 2. – System Architecture 

 
B.System Module  
City tour guide system is mainly to achieve the information query to urban area, shopping, accommodation and so on. 
System also provide surround information query functionality based on the user’s position. And the user’s position is 
achieved through the GPS embedded in smart phone. 
The system module is shown below in figure 3. The system module mainly consists of client part and business logic 
part. Two parts respond to similar module, but their functions are different. Client part is used to provide the interface 
display for query input and result output. Business logic part is used to implement the functionalities. 

 
Fig 3. System Module 

 
4.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
 
A.Data Management 
Data server is responsible for data storage, including database and file forms. Database use the MySQL database which 
is a small relational database management system and widely used in small and medium sized sites on the internet. Due 
to its small size, high speed, low cost, it can not only be used as a standalone application in client server network 
environment, but also be embedded as a library and other software to provide multi-language support. For large 
amounts of data in the database, according to the user’s different sensitivity of these different data, the query probability 
of data are different. In order to improve the query efficiency, it can create index for the usually used data. The system 
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uses the Lucene engineering and Chinese segmentation techniques for the database to create and maintain the index 
instead of the database index.  To do this, the usually used data can be created as a file which is very small in contrast 
on the file. Only if the query data is not include in the file, can the database selection be implemented. 
 
B.Business logic process 
Business logic part is important component which integrates the client with server. Business logic part responsible for 
data processing. The independent design of the data processing make separation between data storage and data display 
which is benefit for the management and maintain to the system. 
The logic processing for data is based in Apache Axis 2 engine to create Web services service methods. Apache Axis 2 
is a new generation of SOAP engine, adapting the new core XML processing model called AXIOM ( AXIs object 
Model ) using the new XML parser which provides the flexibility needed to construct an object model [7]. 
Web service uses SOA (Service –oriented architecture) framework. Web service architecture consists of three roles:  
service provider, service requester and service registry [8] operations between the three main roles are: Publish, Find, 
Bind. Service provider will publish its services to a directory is in the registry service to get information on how to call 
the service, and then based on these information to call the services which is published by the service provider. In the 
web service architecture, it uses WSDL to describe services, UDDI to publish and find services. However SOAP is used 
to perform the call to the service. 
Client demand for data is often the bulk of the data which is a set of multi-record from the database or the index file. 
The processing of these records is quite complex, in order to simplify the handling of web services and client analysis, 
the result set packaged in a class which is defined by us. For example we define a Scenery Array class for the result set 
in scenery module. The function public Scenery Array get Service1 ( String area ) is defined to package the result set to 
the Scenery Array type object and bring the object to further resolve on client. 
 
C.The Client Implement 
Client is responsible for providing the interface for query input and result output which is used by the users on Android 
based smart phones. Smart phone users can provide input to the input interface to query information, and then connect 
to the server, and finally display the required data on the client. As the web services provides the data in the form of a 
user definition class, the client is also responsible for some of the data resolve process. On the client, KSoap2 Android 
is used to connect servers and achieve data resolution and so on. KSoap2 Android is an efficient, lightweight SOAP 
development kit on the Android platform. 
City tour guide system allows users to easily connect and access to the server through smart mobile terminals to achieve 
access to data and information services. 
 
5.CONCLUSION 
We present the design and implementation of the Android based city tour guide system. The system is based on web 
service technology and adapts three-layer architecture. Lucene is used to create index for the usually used data in order 
to implement efficient query. The system provide information query of the hotel, scenery, restaurant, traffic and so on. 
The system is a combination of smart phone and internet services and will facilitate tour and life for users in Ethiopia. 
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